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methodologies. The first one is background subtraction
method. This method can get complete foreground feature, but it suffers a great influence upon movement
background such as light changing, the wind blowing
and the defoliation etc. The W4 [2] propose a statistical
cycle to observe the variant range of every pixel in the
frame that has no moving objects. After the task they
can build a background model by the observed information, and compute the inter-frame difference of the
current frame and background model to detect the
moving pixels. But the background can’t be moved or
the background model need to be re-established. The
second on is optical flow method [3, 4, 5]. It utilizes the
motion parts of object in light change to detect the
moving object. It can do a good job to detect the moving object even the camera is moving, but need a
considerable complicated computing. It can’t be applied in real time system without any special hardware
support. The last one is temporal difference method.
Lipton [6] using a temporal difference algorithm, the
motion features are extracting from the neighbor on two
frames’ difference. They even use three frames’ difference to capture the motion features as VSAM [3]. They
use a threshold value to separate motion pixel and motionless pixel. A good threshold value will concern with
the results. This methodology has a very fast and high
throughput and fits for real time system. The only
drawback of this method is that it can’t gain complete
motion features, there exist many cavities or imperfect
foreground features.
Black and Yaccob [7] present the cardboard people
model which indicates the human limbs and trunk by the
several connecting planes and the variations of parameters of planes are concerning with the human’s motion.
Rohr [8] applies 14 elliptic cylinders for exhibiting the
human structure. The origin of the coordinates is set on
the center of body, and all of the motion of limbs and
trunk are changing the coordinates which will characterize the human behavior. Bobick and Davis [9] analyze
the human behavior by motion energy images (MEI) and
motion history images (MHI). The MEI takes down the
bi-tonal image of moving area which will be accumulated by time, and reckons the proportion of the value of
each moving pixel to the motion continued time that can
acquire the MHI. The benefit of it is the low time complexity, but it is influenced by the noise and the
intermission time of the motional object easily. Hidden
markov model (HMM) [10,11] has varied applications in
identification territory such as human posture recognition,
gesture recognition and facial expression recognition, etc.
This model is a double random process system, it employs the gaussian mixture model (GMM) to compute the
state machine, and outputs the results by highest and

Abstract
This paper presents a recognition method for human
behavior identification based on motion history image
theory. The motion history image has the advantage that
it can record the motions of object over time. It can save
complete motions history of object and have less computation for reckoning. The action features used in our
system are motion gradient magnitude histogram and
global/local motion orientation obtained from the motion
history image. An error back-propagation neural network is used to identify the human behavior. The
experimental results prove the feasibility and usefulness
of the proposed method.

1.

Introduction

The video capturing device and the vast amount of
storage have become cheaper and more popular. At
present the surveillance system is utilized on many
different fields concretely. The tendence on many traditional video data of surveillance use computer storage
equipment, but it can’t get the message of the event in
real time. It still need artificially review the video data
of surveillance effect. Therefore, we present the recognition method of real time human behavior
identification, it can get the human behavior speedily,
consequently it can be applied on intellectual products
of video surveillance system to conquer the past queries on major systems for only analyzing on the aim of
single object. The wavelet transform has been used in
signal processing, image processing and video compressing field etc. In contrast with Fourier transform,
the discrete wavelet transform can keep the information
of both time and space domain after transforming. This
is the reason why it has been adopted to implement
extensively. We apply it by down-sampling the data to
speed up the computation and filter out the high frequency noise, and use the object’s color feature
information to solve the problem of multiple objects
identification [1]. Nowadays the most researches of
human behavior identification utilize features acquired
from single video image. But a meaningful human behavior is composed of a few sequent images. Therefore
we employ the characteristic of motion history image to
accumulate object motion history over a short span of
time, and it can produce the motion gradient magnitude
histogram and global / local motion orientation features.
Finally, the error back-propagation neural network is
used to identify the human behavior.
Recently the motion detection algorithms have been
proposed. Generally, they can be classified into three
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probable path. The neural network (NN) methodology
has noise resistant and automatic learning ability. It is
also generally used as a kernel on identification technique. The network has sizable neural cells which are
connected with one another. Every cell has an active
function to resolve the condition of data which will be
conveyed to next layer of cells. These data will go
through weight machine to determine flow rate of data. It
will find the global minimum value as a target by using
gradient decent method, quasi-Newton method or
Levenberg-Marquardt method when it is going to train
the network. The network will possess a very fast computing ability after training and its framework is
consistent with distributed computing environment
(DCE).

2.

(c)
(d)
Figure 1 The motion history image. (a)(c) The
original image. (b)(d) The motion history image
of moving object.

3.

Motion History Image

Motion Feature Extraction

Although it is very elaborate on human behavior, it
still has its humanistic fixity. We make the motion gradient magnitude histogram (MGMH) of human as the
major features, and make the global and local motion
orientation as the minor features.

The timed motion history image (tMHI) [12-15] is
adopting the timestamp of inter-frame difference pixels to
record the motion history at that point. It can use a simple
replacement and decay operator:
W
if D i ( x, y ) 1
°
(1)
tMHI i ( x, y ) ®0
if tMHI i ( x, y )  (W  G )

3.1 Motion gradient & motion gradient magnitude histogram
We employ the 3x3 Sobel matrices to get the gradient
and magnitude of MHI, the equation is

°tMHI i ( x, y ) otherwise
¯

where Di(x,y) is the inter-frame difference image of
frame i, ͛is the present time and͌is the maximum continuous time of tMHI which can adjust all sorts of system
speed. The larger value of ͌can retain more of the motions of object, it will be set within few seconds
ordinarily. Since it has the exceptional characteristics,
that is why we can readily get the history information of
successive actions of object and further analyze it.
The results of tMHI i ( x, y) is the timestamp but we
can’t use it directly so that we transform it into 255 scale
grey image. The motion history image is demonstrated in
Figure 1.
tMHI i ( x, y )  (W  G )
i
(2)
GrayMHI
( x, y )
u 255
G
For the purpose of lessening the dispensable reckoning in the following processes, we compute the
i
i
of Gray MHI
and set it as a region
bounding box BMHI
of interest (ROI).
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G xi ( x, y ) 2  G yi ( x, y ) 2

E i ( x, y )

(5)

i
’s convowhere G xi and G yi are the results of Gray MHI
lution of 3x3 Sobel matrices S x and S y , T i ( x, y ) is
the direction of gradient and E i ( x, y ) is the magnitude of gradient.
It can get the motion gradient magnitude histogram
MGMHi processed from the gradient T i ( x, y ) and
i
(Eq. (6)), and is
magnitude E i ( x, y ) of Gray MHI
described in Figure 2. This can express the orientation
and gradient magnitude of the moving object clearly.
To decrease the dimension of features, we scale the
gradient by 5 degrees, which can gain the 72 sets of
motion gradient magnitude. Then the normalization (Eq.
(7)) is applied since the speed and distance of the object will influence the magnitude value of motion, and
we can achieve a good results after this process.
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(6)

§ #I
·
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¦
¨
¸
m 1©
n
1
©
¹¹
#I

(7)

2

1

#I

where MGMH i is the motion gradient magnitude histogram of moving object i, and the #I is the amount of sets
of degree of gradient after quantizing process.
The radar maps of human behavior are obtained from
the motion gradient magnitude histogram, it has 11 kinds
of human behavior representing walking, running, bending, squatting, sitting (all with leftward/rightward) and
standing up. Figure 2 is the motion gradient magnitude
histogram of walking action with leftward and rightward
direction.
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Figure 3 Local motion orientations segmenting.
(a) The local motion orientations segmenting
table. (b) The black area is the segmented region which will be computed by the motion
orientation process.
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Figure 2 The motion gradient magnitude histogram of working action.

4.

Only applying the motion gradient magnitude histogram feature is insufficient to analyze the human
actions due to there are similar gradient magnitude in
minority actions. So we add the motion orientation of
object feature to enhance the features. The motion orientation includes both global and local orientation
which is
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(8)

where Og is the global motion orientation and the set of
[Olt , Omt , Ort , Olm , Orm , Olb , Omb , Orb ] represent the
top-left, top-middle, top-right, middle-left, middle-right,
bottom-left, bottom-middle and bottom-right of all eight
motion orientations separately.
The global motion orientation can represent the object’s moving direction. It can carry off that from the
following equation

¦ angDiff (T ( x, y ),T ) u norm (W , G , tMHI

¦ norm (W , G , tMHI ( x, y ))

The Behavior Identification

We applied the error back-propagation neural
network [16] to identify the behavior of object after
obtaining the features of object’s gradient histogram,
global motion orientation and local motion orientation.
Figure 4 shows the framework of neural network.

3.2 Motion orientation of object
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Figure 4 The framework of neural network for
identifying the human behavior.
The active function of the neural network is

f (¦ w ji ai )

aj

(10)

i

(9)

where the wji is the weight of the jth node in current layer
to ith node in previous layer, and ͉i is the output of the
ith node in previous layer. The f(x) is the sigmoid func1
tion f ( x)
(11)

x, y

i
i
where x, y  BMHI
and Gray MHI
( x, y ) z 0

Tref is the peak value T in the gradient histogram, angDiff() is the minimum deviation value of Tref and T(x,y),
tMHIi(x,y) will be normalized from 0 to 1 using the
current timestamp ͛and duration͌ by norm() funci
is the set of coordinate of bounding
tion, and B MHI
box of moving object i.
The local motion orientations are segmenting the
i
image into 9 grids which grant the number
Gray MHI
from 1 to 9, and compute each grille’s motion orientation but excluding number 5th grid. The segment
ivision table is shown as follows

1  e x

and the learning rule is w ji

where

Gj

KG j ai

, 0 K d1

(12)


°°(d j  ai ) f c( S j ) if j is an output unit
®
n
° f c( S j )¦ G k wkj if j is an hidden unit, n  h  1
°¯
k 1

wji is the rectifying value of weight wji, K is the learning rate which will be set to 0~1, Gj is the error value of
the output and target in jth node of current layer h, Gk is
the error value of the output and target in kth node of next
layer h+1, and Sj is the income sum.
There are 11 kinds of actions shown in Table 1, which
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